5021 Series Cleanroom ESD Frocks are fabricated from non-shedding 98% polyester and 2% carbon fabric that shields ESD susceptible devices from electrostatic charges and particle contamination. They are available in blue and white.

- Approved for use in Class 1000+ clean rooms
- Carbon material shields ESD susceptible items from charges on operator’s clothing

**Cleaning Instructions**


Surfactants such as laundry detergent and fabric softeners can chemically break down the black carbon static shielding fabric woven into ESD smocks and lab coats. Do not add them to wash.

**Grounding Instructions**

Ground the 5021 Series Cleanroom ESD Frocks with appropriate workstation accessories.

*Wrist Straps* can ground the wearer when attached directly to the skin, and connected to grounding cables.

*ESD Gloves* can ground the wearer when worn in concert with a workstation that is grounded.